OFFICE ORDER

In partial modification of this Department office order No.14472, dtd.23.09.2008 for according of administrative approval for special repair proposals per annum for various type of Government quarters under State Capital Project as indicated below.

(A) CIVIL WORKS

Type of Quarters | Maximum amount for which A/A can be accorded.

1. Higher Type

Type VIII, VIIIC, VIIIR, VIIIMR, VIIID/S, VIIISGO, A, 6R and equivalent

Type VII, VIIC, VIID/S, VIIR, 5R, 5RF, B and equivalent

Type VI, VIA, VIC, VIR, VIMR, VID/S, 4R, 4RF, C, CD/S and equivalent and MLA Colony quarters

Rs.1,30,000/-

Rs.1,00,000/-

2. Middle Type

Type V, VA, VR, VIB, 3R, 3RF, D. KLA-R, MLA(F), MLAD/S and equivalent

Rs. 60,000/-

3. Lower Type

(a) Type IV, IVA, IVC, IVR, IVRPF, IVB, 2RB, 2RBF, E and equivalent

Rs. 50,000/-

(b) Type IVN, 2RA, 2RF, F, FR and equivalent

Type II, IIIR, IR, 2R, 2RF, IIIR(PF), G, G(F), IIA and equivalent

Rs. 40,000/-
(B) ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORKS

Type of Quarters

1. Higher Type

Type VIII, VIIC, VIIR, VILIIM, VIIIID/S, VIISGO, A, 6R and equivalent

Type VII, VIIC, VIID/S, VIIR, 5R, 5RF, B and equivalent

Type VI, VIA, VIC, VIIR, VIIMR, VIID/S, 4R, 4RF, C, CD/S and equivalent and MLA Colony quarters

Rs. 90,000/-

Rs. 70,000/-

2. Middle Type

Type V, VA, VR, VIB, 3R, 3RF, D, KLA-R, MLA(F), MLAD/S and equivalent

Rs. 45,000/-

3. Lower Type

(a) Type IV, IVA, IVC, IVR, IVRPF, IVB, 2RB, 2RBF, E and equivalent

Rs. 35,000/-

(b) Type IVN, 2RA, 2RF, F, FR and equivalent

Type II, IIR, IR, 2R, 2RF, IIR(PF), G, G(F), IIA and equivalent

Rs. 30,000/-

(C) WATER SUPPLY & SANITARY INSTALLATION WORKS

Type of Quarters

1. Higher Type

Type VIII, VIIC, VIIR, VILIIM, VIIIID/S, VIISGO, A, 6R and Equivalent

Rs. 90,000/-
Type VII, VIIIC, VIID/S, VIIR, 5R, 5RF, B and equivalent

Type VI, VIA, VIC, VIR, VIMR, VID/S, 4R, 4RF, C, CD/S and equivalent and MLA Colony quarters

Rs. 70,000/-

2. Middle Type

Type V, VA, VR, VIB, 3R, 3RF, D, KLA-R, MLA(F), MLAD/S and equivalent

Rs. 45,000/-

3. Lower Type

(a) Type IV, IVA, IVC, IVR, IVRPF, IVB, 2RB, 2RBF, E and equivalent

Rs. 35,000/-

(b) Type IVN, 2RA, 2RF, F, FR and equivalent
Type II, IIR, IR, 2R, 2RF, IIR(PF), G, G(F), IIA and equivalent

Rs. 30,000/-

This will take effect from the date of issue of this order.

By Order of Chief Secretary

Director of Estates & Ex-Officio
Addl. Secretary to Government

Memo No. 17982
Dt. 
Copy forwarded to P & C Department/Finance Department/H & UD Department for information.

Memo No. 17983
Dt. 
Copy forwarded to Executive Engineers, R & B Division No.I/III/IV, Bhubaneswar/Executive Engineer, R & B Division, Cuttack/Executive Engineer, GED-I, Bhubaneswar/Executive Engineer, GED-II, Cuttack/Executive Engineer, P.H. Divisions, II/III, Bhubaneswar/Executive Engineer, P.H. Division No.I, Cuttack for information and necessary action.

Director of Estates & Ex-Officio
Addl. Secretary to Government
Copy forwarded to P.S. to Special Secretary to Government, Department for information.

Director of Estates & Ex-Officio Addl. Secretary to Government

10 (Ten) spare copies to Guard file.